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THE SPACE OF EXTENSIONS OF A
KLEIN SURFACE OF FINITE GENUS

A.J. Alonso Gomez and A. Fernandez Arias

Abstract. Some of Oikawa's work is extended; the space P(F) of compact extensions of an
open unbordered Klein surface of finite genus is introduced. Some properties of compactness and
connectedness of P(I) are obtained starting from the compactness and connectedness of P(F"),
F" th. complex double of ,F'. The uniqueness of the extension is also studied.

1. fntroduction
A compact Riemann (or Klein) surface Wo is called a compact extension of

the same genus of a Riemann surface (or Klein) surface F C Wo if I% \ .F is a
union of sets homeomorphic to a set containing one point or to the closed unit
disk in the complex plane. (For the notion of genus of a topological surface see
W.S. Massey [8], Chapter 1.)

Let us now assume that F and ws are fixed and Wo is an extension of .F'
in this sense. We may study extensions in a more general context. An extension
of F is a pair (w,f) where f : F -+ f(w) gw is a holomorphic (dianalytic)
injection in the above sense.

In 1957 K. oikawa [9] defined the space P(F) of compact extensions of an
open Riemann surface .F- of finite genus g > 1 and proved that P(F) is a compact
and connected set of the Teichmiiller space ?r. This result generalizes a theorem
of M. Heins concerning the moduli of the tori to which a fixed open Riemann
surface of genus one can be extended.

In this paper we shall define and study the corresponding space p(f') for an
open unbordered non-orientable Klein surface .F of finite genus g > 2.

In Section 2 we give an account of some basic facts on Klein surfaces and
Teichmiiller spaces of Klein surfaces. The standard references are N.L. A1ling and
N. Greenleaf [2] and M. Seppälä [11].

In Section 3 we introduce the space P(F) of compact extensions of an open
unbordered non-orientable Klein surface.F'of finite genus g >2. We prove that
the standard isometry

i: Tn(Wg)-- Tn_r(fr0.)
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from the Teichmiiller space of Klein surfaces into the Teichmtiller space of Riemann

surfaces sends P(F) inio P(4), F" the complex double of tr,, and derive in
Sections 4-b the relative compactness and connectedness of P(.F").

Finally, Section 6 is dedicated to the study of the uniqueness of the extension

of a Klein surface.

2. Preliminaries

2.L. Klein surfaces. 2.1.1. Let W
surface. We call an atlas A - t (U, , zi) | ,; e
transition maps zi o ,;t belong to the class

0(z;ozi)-\ :o
^.- - 

tJ
dz

a topological, possibly bordered,
of W dianalytic if the coordinate

and satisfy either

be
/)
gz

0(z;ozi)-L _o
A, - \'rr

in a neighbourhood of every interior point of zi(U;nU;) in the complex plane C.
Two diarra^lytic atlases At, Az are called equivalent if. AtUAz is a dianalytic atlas.

An equivalence class Ä of dianalytic atlases of W' is called a dianalytic structure
of. W . The pair (W, Ä) is called a Klein surface. Usually, we shall abbreviate a^nd

just write Iz7.

A Klein surface need not be orientable. On the other hand, every Riemann

surface has a natural dianalytic structure and can be regarded as an orientable
Klein surface.

In this study we shall only be interested in the unbordered Klein surfaces.

Throughout the paper we sha,ll use the notation UKS to denote the unbordered
Klein surfaces and UNOKS to denote the unbordered non-orientable Klein sur-
faces.

Let f : Wt ---+ Wz be a continuous mapping between two UKS. We call / a

morphism if for each p € Wt and a local variable z at p there is a local variable
w af f (p) such that we can find an analytic function -F for which the relationship
uo f - Foz holds, in some neighbourhood of p. A morphism is an isomorphism
if it is a homeomorphism.

2.1.2. A useful technique for translating problems on Klein surfaces into
problems on Riemann surfaces is yielded by the existence of the complex double
of a Klein surface.

The complex double of a Klein surface W is a triple (trt", p, o) satisfying the
following conditions:

1) W" is a Riemann surfacel
ii) the morphism Q: fr" --+ W is a double cover;

iii) a: W. + W. is an antianalytic involution satisfying p o o : p.
One can give an explicit construction of such a triple (see N.L. Alling and

N. Greenleaf [2], p. 37). The complex double is unique modulo isomorphisms and
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W" is disconnected if and only if }tr/ is unbordered and orientable; in such a case

tril" consists of two sheets identical to W.
For a compact Klein surface Ir7 with k boundary componenents we have the

following relationship between the genus g of. W and g" of fus":

if. ut is orientable,
if W is non-orientable.

We shall mainly be concerned with the case of unbordered non-orientable
compact W'srin which case gc- g - L holds.

2.1.3. Let now W be a UKS. A meromorphic function /a relative to an atlas
l:{(U;,2;)lieli of W isacollection {f;};q of maps f;:U;-- C,where C
denotes the Riemann sphere, satisfying the following conditions:

i) The functions f ; o z;1 are meromorphic for every i € /;
ii) if p e tI;n[/i, then f;(p): fi(p) when z;ozlt is analytic urld /;(p) : fi6

otherwise.
lf fa, arrd fa" are meromorphic functions relative to A1 ,42, respectively,

we shall say that they are equivalent if. f arUf a, is a meromorphic function relative
to AtUAz. An equivalence class / of meromorphic functions relative to dianalytic
atlases of I,7 will be called a meromorphic function or W.

Meromorphic functions on W form a field E(W). This field contains a copy
of C if and only if W is a Riemann surface.

Meromorphic functions are not maps;yet we can associate with f e E(W) a

map /: W -- E, where If is the closed upper half plane with the point at infinity.
In fact, if we write f i : aj *iäi , the maps {o; +ilbil}ie", "ut 

be patched together
to form a map f on W which will be continuous except at the poles of / and
such that its real part is harmonic at the points of continuity.

Given a non-constant morphism f : W1 + Wz between UKS, there is a unique
R-monomorphism f.: E(W2)'--+ E(W1) with the property that the map of /*g
is g o f ,where g is the map of g for all g e E(W2)

Let now p, fr. -. W be the double cover associated to tlre complex double
of a UNOKS W. Then p* (E(W)) is the fixed field of E(W.) under a* and

E(w") : (p* (n1w)) 1,1 -T1 .

2.2. Teichmiiller spaces of Klein surfaces. 2.2.L. Let f : Wt - Wz

be a homeomorphism between UNOKS Wt, Wz. We ca"ll / K-quasiconformal,
for a finite I{ > L, if for each p €W and for each local z at p we can choose a

local variable to at /(p) such that the mapping u o J o z-1 is K-quasiconformal
in a neighbourhood of. z(p). We shall say that / is quasiconformal if it is K-
quasiconformal for some finite K.

Let now Wo be a fixed compact UKS of genus 9 > 2 and consider pairs (W, /)
where f : Wo ---+ W is a quasiconformal homeomorphism. We shall say that two

e": {7;rr:r'
IS

li
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pairs (l[ , ft), (W2, fr) *" equivalent if there exists a dianalytic isomorphism
L: Wt - Wz homotopic to f2 o 61. the set of all equivalence classes (W, fl is
the Teichmiiller space Tn(Wo). The space To(Wo) is a metric space endowed with
the distance

d((wr, fr), (wr, fr)) : I inf{log K1},

where .t ranges in the class of all quasiconformal mappings in the homotopy class
of. f2 o /, 1 and y'f; denotes maximal dilatation.

The metric space Tn(Ws) for a UKS W0 is homeomorphic to a simply con-
nected open set of Csg-s in the orientable case, i.e., in the case of Riemann
surfaces and of R3g-a in the non-orientable case, that is in the case of UNOKS.

The Teichmiiller spaces To(Wo) ari.d To(W) of two compact orientable UKS,
i.e., Riemann surfacs, of the sarne genus, are isometrically bijective, therefore
we can talk of the Teichmiiller space Tn of. Riemann surfaces of genus g. Also
the Teichmriller spaces of compact UNOKS of the same genus are isometrically
bijective and we speak of the Teichmiiller space 7, of UNOKS.

2.2.2. Let Ws be a compact UNOKS of genus g > 2 and fus. its complex
double which will have genus g - L. An isometry

i: Tn(Ws)-- Tn-r(fu0.)

from the Teichmöller space of UNOKS of genus g into the Teichmiiller space of
Riemann surfaces of genus g - f. is defined in a natural way; we shall call it the
canonica,l isometry. In fact, if. h: Ws + Wr is a quasiconformal m3pping of
UNOKS, we can lift it in a unique way to a quasiconformal mappi"s Å: lVs. --+

Vr.,-al;.d if. f2:Ws -- Wz is another quasiconformal mapping of UNOKS and
fz; Wo" + Wz" the corresponding lifting, then if f, o f ,1 is homotopic to a
diana,lytic isomorphisn L: W1 -a Wz, we can lift the homotopy to conclude that
ir" ir' is homotopic to a conformal *up i, frr" - frr., ro that we have a
well-defined mapping i: To(Ws) -- Tsa(fuo") by settinS i(lw,/)) : 1if., il. tt
is proved that this mapping is in fact an isometry (see [11]).

3. The space P(-F)

We shall denote open (non-compact) UKS by F and compact ones by Il[.
Let.F beanopenUNOKSof finitegenus g>2 and /: F+ f(F)9W "compact extension of the sarne genus as .F'. Then / induces an homomorphism

f*: r1(F) + r1(W) from the fundamental group 
"r(F) of .t' into the fundamental

group or(W) of. W .

Lemma 3.L. The following assertions hold:
i) "f., "r(F) 

+ r1(W) is onto;
ii) Ker(/.) depends only upon F, i.e., if f1:F -* å(.F,) I W, is another

extension with Wt compact of the sarne genus as F , then Ker(/.) : Ker(/i).
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The content of Lemma 3.1 is quite intuitive. The check i) we observe thlt
the image /(]I) is a subsurface of. w of the same genus of F al}d hence of. w '

Therefore we ca,rr find a set of generators of. r1(w) in /(r) and that _implies
that /* is onto. On the other h-and, ii) call be seen by observing that Ker(/.)
is generated by those homotopy classes corresponding to curves in F whidn are

hoäotopic in Ws to a bound.ary component of -F'. In other words, the kernel

Ker(/) "* b" described as the smallest subgroup of z'1(.F)-containing every closed

.lo.dl' curve which divides F into two parts, one of which is planar.

Let now ]l be an open uNoKS of genus 9, I ) 2 and consider the family

{(W, f)} of all extensions where 17 is compact and of the same genus as F' It
å'cle;;ihut th" I,y's must also be non-orientable, i.e., all of them are compact

UNOKS of genus g.
Let us denote this family bv B(.F,). Bv [3], we have B(F) + 0 '

Let (Ws,/o) b" u. fi*"d extension in B(.F')' For arLy-(W,/) the mapping

f o fo' *"pr ir(fl C Wo isomorphically into 17; then by Lemma 3'1, it induces

a homomorphism
(.f o .fo-t)*, ", 

(/o(F')) ---+ r{W)
and therefore an isomorPhism

nt(fo(r)) + 7f1(w).afia-l(wo):
Ker( f o /;').

By Nielsen,s theorem (see [L3], chapter 5) a1 is induced by a homeomorphisrn

h: Wo--+ W , and it is wellknown th.t it can be taken quasiconformal. We conclude

that a compact extension (w,f) determines a point (w,h) of the Teichmiiller

space Tn(Ws), i."', we have a maP

B(F) I (W,f) - \W,h) eTs(wo).

Given an extensiot (W,/) in B(.F') *d a point (W,h) of' Tn(Ws), lw,h\
corresponds to (17, /) if and only if ällo(.) is homotopic to /'

The image äf A(fy in Tn(Ws) by this map will be denoted by P(;l).

4. Boundedness and relative compactness of P(.F,)

In this section we deduce the boundedness and the relative compactness

of P(]r) , F a UNOKS, from the boundedness and compactness of P(F"), F"

the ctmplex double of F, making use of the canonical isometry i: To(Ws) --+

Ts-t(fr0).
From now on vr'e shall identify F with /r(ll) so that we shall regard F as a

subset of. Wo.
Given an extensioy (W,/) of tr, of UNOKS..,Y" !3" lit / in a unique way to

a conformal mapping / to obtain an extension (fr"r/) "f lI" of Riemann surfaces

(see A. Ferna^ndez [4]).
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Theorern 4.L. The canonical isometry i: Tn(Ws) -. To-{fu0") sends P(!,)
into P(F.). Given (W, h f» e P(F) corresponding to the compact extension (W, f)
of F , i(lw,hil) : 1W",h i) l where (W",h il is the point of PGD corresponding

to the compact extension (W., f) of F".

Corollary 4.L. The set P(F) C Tn is a relatively compact set and therefore
a bounded set.

Proof of Theorem 4.7. Let (W,hf) e P(,F) correspond to the compact
extension (W, f) of. F. Then äy can be lifted in a unique way to a quasi-

conformal mapping h, fro. - fr.. By the definition of the canonical isome-
try we have i(lW,hil) : (W",h). Therefore the statement of Theorem 4.1 is
(W.,h» : lW.,hil.

In fact, / and hylr are homotopic and this homotopy can be lifted to a

homotopy between / and fr.p.,but this implies that f , hi, ir allind.uce the same

group isomorphism fuom r1(fus) to r1(fr") and as a consequence (fu",h i) :
lw",hl. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Corollary 4.7. We prove the relative compactness of i(P(r')) in
i(fs(Wy)). By Theorem 4.1 we have the relationship

i(P(r)) c P(F; n i(rs(wo)).
To prove the relative compactness of i(P(.F)) in i(4(Wo)), we take an ar-

bitrary sequence {\iV"*,Ä,)},eN in i(P(.F')) and show that this sequence has a
convergent subsequenc e ir ; (fo(Wo)) .

In fact, since the sequence {(fu.r,År)}r.N is in the compact set P(F"),
there is a subsequer." {\VT..o,Ä,r)}*.* converging to an element of P(F.) C
Tga(fu1). Therefore the subsequence { (fu",r,L,r!}reN is a Cauchy sequence

h i(Ts(Wo)), which is complete, i.e., it converges in i(Ts(Wo)), q.".a.

5. Connectedness of P(.F)

We recall the relationship

i(p(r)) c p(F") n i(rs(wo)) c rn_r(itro).

K. Oikawa [9] (see also T. Jussila [5]) proved that P(f,) is connected showing
that alL arbitrary point (tr76",Äl in P-(F.) can be connected to the point (|fi/s",i)
of P(f,") by a path contained in P(.F,").

Here we prove the connectedness of P(.F') , or equivalently that of ; (f (f )) , in
the case where the boundary of "t' is formed by a finite number of closed analytic
curves. To do this we check that the path constructed by K. Oikawa joining a
point (fr0",h1 e;(e1f)) c p(r") b (fus.,i) :;11W0,/)) is enrirety contained
in ;(r(r)).
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Theorem 5.I-. In the above mentioned conditions P(r) is connected.

Proof. We shall first consider the case where F is a subdomain of Wo such

that its boundary consists of one single component c. Then 4 witl be a sub-

d.omain of fVs. whose boundary will be formed by two components C1 , C2 such

that o(C1) - Cz.
Let (fr",h1 : t(1W,h)) € i(P(ll)) *d (W, f) an extension of F with lzlr =

/. Next we d.escribe'the path constructed by K. Oikawa in this particular case'

we take a ring domain A in tr,, bounded by c :0F and an analytic curve. In

4 *" shall have two ring domains Ar, Az such that o(At) : A2, the boundary

of each of them being formed by one analytic curve and the corresponding C; '

since the domains wo \ (r \,a) and w \ /(r \ A) are simply connected, we can

map them onto the unit disc by mappings €o , (, respectively, in such a way that

the counterimages of the origins by €0, ( are in 14ö\]I, W\/(]I), respectively'

The composed function € o "f o (o-1 maps the ring domain (s(,4) onto ((/(/))
sending the unit circle onto itself'

WL can find a family of functions 01, 0 < t < 1, satisfying the following

conditions (see K. Oikawa [9]):
i) O1 is a univalent analytic function of (s(A) into the origin-punctured unit

disc, mapping the unit circle onto itself. Let 41 be the image unit discs;

ii) for every z, the mapping f -» @1(z) is continuous;

iii) O1=s(z) = ,;
iv) O1=1(z) = ( o f o €oQ), for each, e €o(!).

For each t we consider two copies Al , A7 of A1 , and we construct a Riemann

surface frt as follows:

frr:F"utioNf ,t-
where N mea,ns identification of the points p of. A1 arrd Az with the po-ints of Ä|
and Af , respectively, corresponding to the point 01 o €o o po(p) , ps: Woc -- Wo

the projection associated to the complex double of. Wo. The quotient W1 canies

the quotient topology and the conformal structure is defined in the natural way

starting from tÄe 
"onformal 

structure of 4 and that of A] and Al ' - a.
In iVt, an antianalytic involution o1 is defined in a natural way. Let II: .Fl U

Al UA? --+ Wt be the canonical projection; then if F € II(4), say p : II(p),-we set

ot"(p): IIoo(p), where o is the antianalyticinvolution of.fro". If F ! tI(A]), say

p: n1trlr;, trli e A| then ot(F): II(.'), u2 € Al, where u\ , w2 correspond

to the same point of At.
A quasiconformal mapPing

Hl ,€o(wo\(r\A)) *al
is defined by
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We define a quasiconformal mappit g ir, from fry" onto byTfrl,

h,-

and a conformal mapping /, fro* -F" it to tV, by f, : fl o I .

Then (17t, hr), 0 < t S 1, is a continuous path ig l@") joining. \frs",il und
(w",Ll (see Jussiia [5]). Finally, we observe that (fr1,hr\ e ;(e1r)) ; in fact,

{l
oi
oHlo(oo0o
ofloHlo€oo

ir-F"\4, uAz
in yfilo" \ (r'" \ A)

Qo in ri{o" \ (4 \ Az)

is the projection of h, , which makes sense since

hr("(p)) - o1(hr(p)) , pe frn".

Finally, if the boundaty of .F' consists of n ) \ components, the boundary
of 4 will consist of 2n components which will be pairwise symmetric. Then we

have to take a ring domain around each of the boundary components and proceed

as above for every ring domain.

6. Uniqueness of extensions

6.1. In [10], K. Oikawa proved the following result:

Theorem A. Let F be an open Riemann surface such that F e Ono. Then
P(F) consisfs of a single point. If F / O.to, then P(F) contains an interior
point.

We recall that the class O4p is the class of Riemann surfaces which do not
carry a non-constant analytic function with finite Dirichlet integral. In [1], Chap-
ter IV, one can find a treatment of this and other classes of Riemann surfaces.

As a consequence of Theorem A, Oikawa got the following result.

Theorem B. Let F be a;n open Riemann sudace of finite Senus g > L.

Then aJl the closed Riemann surfaces of genus g which are extensions of F are

conformally equivalent to each other if and only if F is of Oeo.
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In this section we obtain a version of this result for UNOKS.
6,2. First we define the Dirichlet integral of an analytic function / on a

UNOKS X.
Let f : {fi}ie, be an a^nalytic function relative to an atlas A :

{(Ui,r)}ie, of aUNOKS X. Then fi :uj+iui, fiozlT is analyticand
_1 .ujozj - rsharmonrc.

Now if u is a harmonic map on a plane domain O, the integral

ll"KH' * (?u)')'o'oo'

where g: dl -'-+ R is a continuous function, is invariant under conformal or anti-
conformal mappings.

The family {ui}iq of real parts of an analytic function on a UNOKS can be
patched to form a map u on X. We define the Dirichlet integral

Dv(/) - Dv(,) : 
{l"K*) 

'+ (H)1 drdv,

: 
+ I I "l(*)' 

+ (H)'l e i d r dv,

where {g i} i, t is

stands for

I ",l,u,,KY#)' 
* (u@ ::;'t )'l a, o, i'|) dr d,v.

The existence of partitions of unity is ensured by the fact that UNOKS have
a countable basis ofopen sets and it is easy to check that the above definition does
not depend on the particular partition of unity chosen.

We define Of;, to be the class of all UNOKS which do not carry non-constant
analytic functions with finite Dirichlet integral.

Theorem 6.t. X belongs to Of;p if and only if *" b"Iong" to Oap.

Proof. Let f be an analytic function with finite Dirichlet integral and z the
real map obtained in the way described above.

,The projection p, *. -- X is a dianalytic morphism. Let then p*: E(X) +
E(X.) be the R-monomorphism associated tre p: The real part u* of p.(/) is
obtained, by the definition of p*, by lifting u to *..

a partition of unity subordinated to {Ui}ie t and where

II.K#) '+ (#)'ls1drdv
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Now,givenachart (U,z) atapoint geX andacontinuousfunction g:U --+

R, let (p-r(U) :0,2) be the chart in *" associated with (U,z) in the standard

way and. fi:O -- R the continuous function obtained from g by lifting to 0 .

Then we have

(1)

(2)

ff {Si}i., is a partition of unity in X subordinated to a covering {U} 1E1 of.

X, where we shall assume U; to be simply connected for every i e J , we obtain a
partition of unity {Ai}iet in *" subordinated to the covering {0i}irt by lifting
the gi to the 0;.

We deduce from (1)

lI,KT) '* (T)1sdrdv

:, ll,K*) '+ (y,)')sdrdy,

Dx.(p.(/)) - Dn"(r*)

:? ll,KY)'* (T)1 nldrdv

-z» l!,,1(*)' + (X)1 eidrdy
j,

- 2D x(") - 2D x(/).

We conclude that p. (/) is an analytic function on
integral. This completes the first part of the proof.

X " with finite Dirichlet

Conversely, let us assume that X" carries a non-constant analytic function
with finite Dirichlet integral. We can decompose / irrto the form

i:ir*iir,
where

f

i (i + ".(i))JL: 2 ,
i G -".(i))+12 zi

Since o.(f1): ir, o*(i): ir, fr,i, e o.(A1X;; (see N.L. Alling and

N. Greenleuf [2], p. a1). Let us consider one of them, ..y Å; then there will be

h e E(X) such that p.(Å) : å.
On the other hand, if U is a simply connected open set of X and 0 : p-'(tl),

we have the relationship
(fo")V:noo*(f)F,
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where K denotes complex conjugation, and since the integral
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ll,ff#' * (#)')idxdv

is invariant under conformal and anticonformal mappings, where fl : Re / and

A: 0 -- R is a continuous function, we conclude

ll,K#l' * (#)'lndrdv

: llrt(qgP)' + (a("-z"t)'] r, oo)drdv

: l l,t(qe#!D»)' + (a(R"k'l(i))) )'] r, o o) d.r d,v.

Therefore, using partitions of unity

(3) Dx"U): D*"(".(i)) < *.

From (3) one obtains

(4) Dx.(i): D*.(Lf + *".G))
< or.Gh + D*"(L"-GD +2Dx"(Li,L".G)) < *,

since
D x.(Li ,*""G0' s o x.GhD x.(|"-G)) . -.

Finally, from (2) and (a) we conclude that fi has finite Dirichlet integral and

thereby X is not in Of;p.
6.3. For UNOKS we have the following corresponding analogue to Theo-

rem B.

Theorem 6.2. Let F be anopen UNOKS of frnite genus g > 2. Then
aJl the compact UNOKS of genus g which are extensions of F a,re diartalytically
isomorphic to each other if and only if F is in Of;p.

Proof . If tr, is in Of;p , F" i" in O to by Theorem 6.1 and thus, by Theorem A,
P(p") consists of a singL point. But since i(P(.F')) c P(F.1, we conclude that
i(P(tr')) and P(f') must also consist of a single point, which clearly implies that
all the extensions of .F' are dianalytically isomorphic.

To prove the converse, suppose that all the extensiots W of .F. are diana-

Iytically isomorphic to each other. Then, by lifting the corresponding dianalytic
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isomorphisms, we deduce that all the extensions of .F" in i(P(}.)) are conformally
equivalent. This means that II(i(P(r'))) consists of a single point, where

II: Ts-t(fr0") -+ Rs-r( frl.) : Tn-r(Wo") /I ytoa(fuo")

is the canonical projection of the Teichmriller space onto the Riemann space. By
the discontinuity of Mod(Ifizs") we conclud.e that i(P(r)) must be a d.iscrete
set, and since i(P(F)) is connected, it must consist of a single point, and so
P(F), q.e.d.
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